The effect of neuronal growth on synaptic integration.
The way in which the dimensions of neurons change during postembryonic development has important effects on their electrotonic structures. Theoretically, only one mode of growth can conserve the electrotonic structures of growing neurons without employing changes in membrane electrical properties. If the dendritic diameters of a neuron increase as the square of the increase in dendritic lengths, then the neuron's electrotonic structure is conserved. We call this special mode of allometric growth "isoelectrotonic growth." In this study we compared the developmental changes in morphology of two identified invertebrate neurons with theoretical growth curves. We found that a cricket neuron, MGI, grows isoelectrotonically and thereby preserves its electrotonic properties. In contrast, the crayfish neuron, LG, grows in nearly isometric manner resulting in an increase in its electrotonic length.